• Some markets are confined to single specific time and location.
• For Example: all participating buyers and sellers (or at least designated representatives) gather together in the same place for antiques auction.
• Other mkts span vast geographic territory, and most participants never meet. Demand for close apartments
• Reservation price (RP) ≡ max willingness to pay
• Suppose RP of highest demander is $500/month
• If 'QD' ≡ 'Quantity Demanded'
• Then, when p = $500 ⇒ QD = 1
• Suppose RP for 2nd highest demander=$490/mo.
• Then, when p = $490 ⇒ QD = 2 Law of Supply and Demand
• "Low" rental price ⇒ QD > QS ⇒ P will rise
• "High" rental price ⇒ QD < QS ⇒ P will fall
• "Competitive Equilibrium" price ⇒ QD = QS ⇒ P stable
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Who Gets the Apartments?
• Allocation determined by willingness to pay -Willingness to pay affected by -Tastes -Income -Prices of other goods (substitutes)
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Comparative Statics
• Exogenous variables -Variables whose value is treated as given.
• Endogenous Variables -Variables whose values are determined in the model.
• What variables are exogenous in the model? Tax Analysis (continued) Q: Is any of tax "passed on" or "shifted forward" to renters?
• Market supply is unaffected (in SR)
• Market demand is unaffected (that is peoples' reservation prices remain unchanged)
• So, competitive market equilibrium is same
• Price, quantity and allocation of close apts unchanged Rent Control
• Suppose local government imposes rent control
• maximum legal price p max < p e
• Excess demand since "low" price 
Example
• Jill has an apartment; Jack does not.
• But Jill values the apartment at $200; Jack would pay $400 for it.
• Jill could sublet the apartment to Jack for $300.
• Both gain, so it was Pareto inefficient for Jill to have the apartment.
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Competitive equilibrium
• All close apartment renters value them at the market price p e or more 
Algebra of Supply and Demand
Demand Function: Why is this so 3?
When d 1 is small, there is smaller change in price in response to change in quantity along the demand curve, which means that the demand curve is flatter, and so again, Q * is bigger:
Econ 370 Why is this so 4?
When s 1 is smaller, this means there is a smaller change in price in response to a change in quantity along the supply curve, which means the supply curve is flatter, and so again, Q * is bigger:
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Comparative Statics: Price
• There is also some intuitive sense in the expression for P * . You should notice that P * will be higher as • You should be able to understand these results by drawing some pictures similar to the ones above Demand Function: Modified Equilibrium
In this case, equilibrium requires that: Similarly for Price And, analogous to our previous expression for P * , we now have:
You should be able to prove this result. -As Y increases, P * and Q * will increase.
-As Y increases, the increase in P * will be larger the larger is s 1 -As R increases, P * will fall and Q * will rise. -As R increases, P * will fall by more the larger is d 1 and Q * will increase by more the smaller is d 1 .
